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Zumthor roman ruins

October 21, 2017 By ArcDog Movie Director: Sanctuary of Roman Ruins I Peter Zumthor Project: Sanctuary of Roman Ruins Architect: Peter Zumthor Year: 1986 Location: Chur, Switzerland Video: ArcDog Music: Fog and Clouds by Kai Engel More: © ArcDog. All rights reserved to the film are still
sheltering roman ruins I'm Peter Z zomatour. Photo © Arkadog still sheltering roman ruins I'm Peter Z zomatour. Photo © Arkadog still sheltering roman ruins I'm Peter Z zomatour. Photo © Arkadog still sheltering roman ruins I'm Peter Z zomatour. Photo © Arkadog still sheltering roman ruins I'm Peter Z
zomatour. Photo © Arkadog still sheltering roman ruins I'm Peter Z zomatour. Photo © ArcDog You can buy the book Sanctuary for Roman Ruins I Peter Zumthor on Amazon: MerkenMerken published in 2018-10-09Descargar a tamaño completeo Swiss architect Peter Zumthor is one of the most famous
artists of the 21st century. His work pays close attention to their materials and construction design. This is ultimately reflected in architecture with a timeless quality that is aware of the place and history around it. Zimator won the Pritzker Prize — which is actually the Nobel Prize in Architecture — in 2009.
One of Peter Zumthur's first commissions was to design a refuge for the Roman ruins located in the swiss town of Chur, completed 34 years ago. I was lucky enough to be able to visit and photograph this amazing space. Z zomatour's personal background as a carpenter's teacher and works in the
conservation department at Grobanden is clearly embedded in the respectful and smart way that his project appeals to the archaeological site. Visiting the project turns time into something relative. Wander on Roman soil surrounded by a delicate pavilion that feels contemporary, but was designed and
built in the late 1980s. Getting to C major is easy. If you're travelling from Zurich, there are direct train lines running all day. To avoid disappointment, don't go straight to the shelter. First you have to get the key from the tourist station at the train station. That's right, they'll lend you the key so you can visit
the project yourself! Their current payment is CHF 3 with a deposit of CHF 50. In case you have to wait for the key, get a traditional Graubünden brunch in Maron (just across the station), or stroll through the streets of the Old Town in squares. From the outside, the building is not very noisy and may even
pass undetected. The shelter consists of two volumes, almost entirely covered with horizontal wooden panels, and only a handful of other elements: a pair of windows that blend like a peephole, skydive and entrance. Mysterious black tunnel with stairs hovering above the ground, touching gently With an
accordion-like connection just like the ones found in the boarding tunnel. This detail is very interesting, almost as if it is necessary to travel (on time) to access the building. Once you cross the threshold you find yourself immersed in an intimate and protected atmosphere, dim lights and dark colours. The
tunnel continues to a suspension light bridge overlooking and connects the archaeological excavations. From there you will notice how respectful the intervention is: the structure has an offset and therefore never directly touches the ruins, it knows and follows the asymmetrical footprint of the ancient stone
walls and the windows are located where the original entrance was. The visual panels are at an angle so that the trenches are protected from sun and rain without isolating them from their context: you can hear and feel winds that might carry some snowflakes with them during the winter. The wooden roof
structure creates a 3D mesh, holding a rumboid-shaped window that brings extra light to each of the three excavations. The construction solution optimizes the material and function so that it feels as easy as possible. Take the time to ignore the museum's works and then get down to the post to explore
them closely. Stop, think and feel. Every season is good for visiting the project. The semi-open façade, time of day and personal thoughts become a unique atmosphere for each visitor. A compulsory architectural masterpiece if you are visiting the area. Our other architects visit the Kunstmuseum (Art
Museum) designed by Brugge Vega and Heiligkreuzkirche (Church of the Holy Cross), an extraordinary example of Walter Forder's barotelistic architecture. In 1986, Peter Zhumethur completed one of his first projects: a sanctuary above an ancient Roman archaeological site at the crucible (Grobodan,
Switzerland). Now more than three decades old, this film by ArcDog captures the building and the canned excavations that it sits around with quiet sophistication. With only a word tree to allow for light air and ventilation, the project stands as evidence of Z zomatour's sensitive architectural approach. The

hero's image (above) shows the contemporary intervention stagnant over the rubble. This project is a little different from the others and I chose it because I thought of the Quote of Mace van de Roh - God is in the details. In this piece of architecture the hero shot is less obvious, it is not set between scenic
landscapes and the shape does not immediately stand out. Instead, this is the culmination of the thoughtful layers of architectural elements I found most intriguing. These elements are made possible by the details, rather than including an image I embedded in a short video that passes through the
architecture The details are all along. These details create the thoughtful and symgating architectural response. sanctuary for Roman ruins I am Peter Zumthor from ArcDog on Vimeo. Culture | External view of a project. Photo Pol Martin By Pol Martin One of the first major projects by Pritzker Prizewinning 2009 architect Peter Zimthor, it was a protective pavilion built to cover the remains of two Roman buildings. Built in 1985-86 and located in the capital of the Swiss canton of Graubünden, arcspace had the opportunity to revisit and photograph the site this summer. It's amazing to think it was
designed and built almost 30 years ago. Not only is it still in perfect condition, but it looks like it was only created yesterday.
Kur is no less than Switzerland's oldest city: the first settlements found at the site date back to 3.500 BC. In 15 BC, the Roman Empire occupied the village and designated
Curia Raetorum as the capital of their new Roman province, Correia - hence the name Kur. In those days the location on the right coast of the Rhine river was a strategic junction where some of the main alpine transit routes came together before continuing downriver. The Romans lived in an area now
called Welschdörfli just off the historic city centre of Chur. Nowadays archaeological excavations have been uncovered in an insidumned Roman quarter. The authorities decided to preserve the excavations and open them to a public exhibition. Local Swiss architect Peter Zimator was named in charge of
design. Exterior view. Photo by Paul Martin Outdoor View of the Sylerbnog Street facade. Photo: Pol Martin Sheltering Roman Remains Zumthor came up with a design of wooden pavilions that function not only as a protective cover but also as a museum and a true architectural jewel. The wooden
rectangle shelters allow visitors to understand the original circumference of roman buildings, providing a visible and physical shape to distinguish the ancient remains in sharp contrast to the modern city. The light, shielding wooden complexes follow the exterior walls of two of the original adjacent
buildings, as well as a third building where only a corner is unraveled and visible. By making the original circumference, Peter Zumthor conceived these cases as an abstract volumetric reconstruction of roman structures. But only in a footprint, not at altitude. An original mural is in fairly good condition
lying on the floor of the first and larger building. Once restored, it was returned to its original location and gave the impression of the likely true height of the single-storey houses. Exterior display window buildings found along the front of Seilerbahnweg Street point to the former house Allowing potential
visitors to take a record from the outside. But designing Peter Zmothors is no longer an entry point. Entrance view. Photo by Paul Martin Interior View. Photo: Pol Martin The new entrance takes place on one of the side facades. Almost hidden, an outgoing enigmatic metal box apparently hangs from one
of the building's wooden facades. This mysterious floating approach, avoiding any contact with the ground, contains small stairs and a solid steel door. More than a standard entrance to a building, it could almost look like access to a spacecraft or maybe some kind of time machine. Just a few steps up, a
stainless steel door opens into a long modern pedestrian metal bridge which runs across the interior of all buildings at a raised observation level. Hanging here above ground Zumthor's design certainly works as a time machine that allows the visitor the unique opportunity of walking down the stairs to set
foot on real Roman soil. An inside view of a metal pedestrian bridge. Photo by Paul Martin Stairs descending into Roman soil. Photograph: Pol Martin The interior of a time machine almost flies over the dug areas, this pedestrian light metal is cleverly resolved with a large Pratt beam structure supported
only at intersection points with each front that comes across its path. The visitor walks along the metal bridge through dark interconnected tunnels from one building to another. Some light metal stairs allow the connection to the Roman soil. The walls of the Roman Customary Foundation are backed by
black clothing. The charred remains of a wooden floor at the back of the large building are well preserved from roman times, as well as some of the items found and carefully displayed for public exhibition. Zumthur's design has no ordinary windows, but the wooden walls of Lamela admit light and air into
the structure, filtering warm light and allowing the sun's position to shine through the structure. A Zenital-colored metal thyself provides extra light into the interiors. Walking inside these protection shelters, in the presence of ancient Roman remains on display, one gets the impression that time is a little
more relative than usual. Miraculously, and not in the late 1980s, it feels like Peter Z zomatour's intervention was planned today. Interior view. Photo by Paul Martin Interior View. Photo by Paul Martin Interior View. Photo by Paul Martin Interior View. Photo by Paul Martin Interior View. Photo by Paul
Martin Interior View. Photo by Paul Martin Interior View. Photo by Paul Martin animation of the construction process. Video courtesy of Carson Russell Xonometric Development. Painting courtesy of the Carson Russell Website Program. Painting courtesy of Carson Russell Madurim. Painting courtesy of
Carson Russell Construction Model Detail. Photo courtesy of Carson Russell Russell
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